
April 21, 2006 
Confidential – eyes only 

 
Re: BFG April 21st Posting  

 
 

Following is the analysis done on the new posting today from BFG 
(attached).  This is the first posting that has been done since early March.  The 
following points in bold represent the new leads and any relevant data follows.  

 
Well Shelly has sent people into to Tom’s camp to have them sec checked 
to find out who the leaks are. Well that has obviously not been working. 
Chelsea needs a retread on her metering or sec checking or both. 
Anyway, this is the best part, there are people everywhere that are 
feeding data to the press, enemies, critics etc.  
 
Claire Headley would know that  Mr. Graves was at CCI related to some 

Odin personnel situations. Mr. Graves sec checked Lee Anne but don’t know if 
Claire would have known this.  However Mr. Graves being at CCI was not a 
secret i.e. people would have seen her there and some people uplines could 
have known.  
 

Yvonne Gonzalvez tricked out a Chevy Suburban without a 
partition that makes it so nothing behind the driver could be 
seen. How do you think Dave Miscavige was at Tom’s house and 
no one knew? 

 
 Yvonne was visible on national TV on “The Insider” and also on Yahoo 
news so it wouldn’t require special knowledge to assert the above.  
 

I mean how many other scientologists do you know that had Dave 
Miscavige come over to their house to welcome their kid into this world.  
 
The Headley’s had their kid in mid February and it’s clear it’s big deal for  

them – Marc tried to call Claire’s mother (Scn in good standing Gen Whitt) to tell 
get her to go see it and Gen KR’d the attempt. The Headley’s put up a website 
for the kid with photos and it’s a really ugly, sickly looking kid that they are 
showing off. Could be some resentment expressed.  
 



 
 

Oh yeah, tip to Dave Miscavige and all OSA guys on keeping 
Dave’s security in. Don’t have Yvonne (driver slave) go to Tom’s 
house, don’t have Emily Jones/Barram (steward slave) go to 
Tom’s house… 
 
The Emily Jones/Barram would be known to Claire but apparently was not 

broadly known.  Claire would have told Marc.  
 

Also, you need to keep in better security in at Dave’s house right 
up the street from ASI and at ASI. The OSA guys should know 
better about the technology of directional mics and audio bugs 
these days. Oh – yeah better do another sweep for bugs at 
Dave’s place just to be sure. 
 
The location referred to would be known by Claire (and thus to Marc).  It 

is also known by others (Chuck Beatty mentioned it confidentially in an eyes only 
conversation in December).  We don’t really know who else would know.  We 
have not had any indication of any conversations being picked up. 
 

One of my contacts at one place said that someone gave them a 
very sensitive video of Tom with Dave. Anyway, Karen Pouw was 
on that one for about one minute when it was immediately 
whisked over to Mike Rinder to handle. 
 
This is the one piece of data that would only be known by a few people. 

This is a description of the shopping of the 2004 Mr. Cruise Freewinds birthday 
party video to Tony Coghlan at Inside Edition in Los Angeles. Only Coughlan and 
his (unknown) associates would know that he spoke briefly with Karin Pouw 
(note it’s spelled wrong in the posting) and that then Mr. Rinder called him back 
the next day and took over the comm line and maintained it.   Coughlan 
engaged in several conversations with Mr. Rinder and was made aware that the 
video had to be stolen and that we were very interested in finding out who took 
it so he probably engaged in conversations directly or indirectly with the culprit 
and could easily have filled him in on who he had spoken with.  
 



In terms of the Int base. Berthing is moving ahead at light speed 
now. They have no choice with the amount of blows and security 
risks at this point. You can only take the personal staff cars away 
for so long and make it matter. People can still walk down the 
street and get past the QM at Kirby. Better yet, they still have 
staff that live down the road and they could leave whenever they 
want. Yes, okay so they have camera all over the roads down on 
Sublet Road, but the guards are not so smart that the see 
everything. They have been restricting people to the base SO 
MUCH, that it was like “ Can we get the Berthing building 
finished” so soon they will all be restricted and not even know it 
– Well until they try to go into town to get something. You are 
going to need a friggin approved issue to be able to leave the 
base on your own soon. 

 
 Berthing has been back on as priority cycle since at least early to mid 
2004 with major construction crews being brought back in, etc., and this was 
prior to Marc and Claire blowing.  Per the data we have, the amount of visible 
activity now would actually be less than it was a year ago so the inference that it 
is moving now at light speed does not provide any leads (unless there is other 
data or orders that would indicate any truth to the above).  
 

--- 
 
 There is nothing conclusive in the posting that identifies or excludes Marc 
Headley or gives us any new leads.   
 

New data was learned on Marc today from Tonie Popovich.  She and 
Kevin had received an email from Marc but after a back and forth comm revealed 
his disaffection (below) she contacted Kirsten and send the exchange to her.  
Kevin was r-factored that they are declared and has cut the line.  
 

“Yeah, Claire and I left there last year and just had to get our lives back. 
We are doing great and with the baby everything is awesome. We are not 
really on lines anymore as they did not really like us leaving and all. Oh 
well. We will leave it at that as you say.” 
 
Marc’s email also said he has started a few new companies mainly 

installing A/V equipment for the entertainment industry, and one of these recent 
companies is called MODE - Multimedia Operations, Design and Engineering LLC.  
He doesn’t name any other companies.  This is being checked into as one means 
of getting a line established.  Also to see if such a company may have done work 
with Inside Edition. 

 
 



BFG POSTING  
PostPosted: Fri Apr 21, 2006 3:15 am    Post subject: [Note] BFG 
resurfaces!!! 
Subject description: Hot off the press!!!   
 
Okay guys, what a crazy past few weeks this has been. 
 
I will tell you how crap the Security of the Base and Tom Cruise's 
camp is. They are fully infiltrated! I cannot go into details, but Dave 
Miscavige has had Shelly (his wife and assistant) handling whatever 
Tom complains to him about. Well Shelly has sent people into to 
Tom’s camp to have them sec checked to find out who the leaks are. 
Well that has obviously not been working. Chelsea needs a retread 
on her metering or sec checking or both. Anyway, this is the best 
part, there are people everywhere that are feeding data to the press, 
enemies, critics etc. I have one huge project that when it comes off, 
I will be posting it all over Clambake. It will be the best coup ever! 
You wait, when it happens, you will wonder how it ever was pulled 
off. Well I will tell you right now – MONTHS of planning and pure 
genius execution of detailed plans and plan B’s and then two more 
backup plans. 
 
The big mystery is how Katie got the hospital without anyone 
knowing. Well that’s easy! 
Yvonne Gonzalvez tricked out a Chevy Suburban without a partition 
that makes it so nothing behind the driver could be seen. How do 
you think Dave Miscavige was at Tom’s house and no one knew? 
Well there you go. Same vehicle – different passengers – solved. 
Dave Miscavige seems to be taking a very keen interest in Tom and 
the baby. I mean how many other scientologists do you know that 
had Dave Miscavige come over to their house to welcome their kid 
into this world. He probably implanted the kid right then and there 
about being a Scientologist. 
 
Oh yeah, tip to Dave Miscavige and all OSA guys on keeping Dave’s 
security in. Don’t have Yvonne (driver slave) go to Tom’s house, 
don’t have Emily Jones/Barram (steward slave) go to Tom’s house 
and certainly don’t have Dave (slave driver) go to Tom’s house and 
that would keep it safe that people would not know he was there. 



 
Also, you need to keep in better security in at Dave’s house right up 
the street from ASI and at ASI. The OSA guys should know better 
about the technology of directional mics and audio bugs these days. 
Oh – yeah better do another sweep for bugs at Dave’s place just to 
be sure. 
The Int Base guys are really freaking out right now on who is leaking 
what to whom. One of my contacts at one place said that someone 
gave them a very sensitive video of Tom with Dave. Anyway, Karen 
Pouw was on that one for about one minute when it was immediately 
whisked over to Mike Rinder to handle. I guess there was no more 
ditches for him to dig or he was doing it in between. 
 
Next up is the “Katie escape!” You have heard the jokes and the 
press is going nuts over the baby. Well there about 20 people that 
are working on her escape. I kid you not. This is a very delicately 
balanced maneuver that has people working around the clock. 
Anyway, keep watching and you will see the whole thing unfold. How 
the Church and Tom will spin this one, I have no idea. They are 
going to take a huge hit on this one as no matter what they do, 
they’re are going to look bad when this is all over. 
 
In terms of the Int base. Berthing is moving ahead at light speed 
now. They have no choice with the amount of blows and security 
risks at this point. You can only take the personal staff cars away for 
so long and make it matter. People can still walk down the street and 
get past the QM at Kirby. Better yet, they still have staff that live 
down the road and they could leave whenever they want. Yes, okay 
so they have camera all over the roads down on Sublet Road, but the 
guards are not so smart that the see everything. They have been 
restricting people to the base SO MUCH, that it was like “ Can we get 
the Berthing building finished” so soon they will all be restricted and 
not even know it – Well until they try to go into town to get 
something. You are going to need a friggin approved issue to be able 
to leave the base on your own soon. 
 
They are also filtering the mail that is coming in! I am not talking 
about the personal mail which has been being done for years – I am 
talking about any bad articles in the tabloid magazines are being 



trashed in Dept 2 (Mail Dept) before they even get sorted. I am sure 
that there were about 50 Rolling Stone mags that nobody ever saw 
due to that article last month. You have got to dig this, no one on 
that base below OT 3 has EVER HEARD the [//REDACTED] story. No 
one! And they want to make sure it stays that way. There are NO 
TV’s in any of the dorms anymore for the odd chance that one of 
them might watch normal TV on it. It is a total lockdown. And still 
the leaks are there and the data is still getting in and out through 
their own people!!!!!! You have got to love the years of torture and 
miserable life that make these staff start to defect! 
 
Oh and Chuck, yes the place is getting worse. Whoever tells you 
differently lives in la la land. You were there for years and you think 
that over that time it got better - no it never gets better there - only 
worse. It will be that way until they have 50 people left. They did not 
go down from 1000 staff to 300 staff because it was thriving 
metropolis! The place sucks and people want to get the hell out and 
they are! More so than you know. Last count there was about 6 
people in PDO. They used to have 50! And those guys are offloading 
everything they used to do to other units so that can keep up with 
the designs and stuff that is needed by the A/V dept and Bridge only. 
They don't do mags anymore, no promo, nothing just designs and CD 
art. 
 
So next time someone tells you that my posts are exaggerating the 
scene there at the Int Base, ask yourself how many posts that person 
has done on the place and if they match up with what you have 
experienced firsthand or have had confirmed by others. 
 
Anyway, I just wanted you all to know that BFG is still among the 
living but just very tied up with current activities. As soon as I can I 
will post some more juicy stories that will make your hair curl. Bye for 
now. 
BFG 
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